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On Gaps in the Closures of Images of Divisor Functions
Niven Achenjang∗ and Aaron Berger†
Abstract
Given a complex number c, define the divisor function σc : N → C by σc(n) =
∑
d|n d
c. In this paper, we look at
σ−r(N), the topological closures of the image of σ−r, when r > 1. We exhibit new lower bounds on the number of
connected components of σ−r(N), bringing this bound from linear in r to exponential. Finally, we discuss the general
structure of gaps of σ−r(N) in order to work towards a possible monotonicity result.
1 Introduction
Our main objects of study in this paper will be divisor functions. Given a complex number c ∈ C, the divisor function
σc : N→ C is given by
σc(n) =
∑
d|n
dc,
where N = {1, 2, . . .} is the set of positive integers. Laatsch studied the set σ−1(N) in 1986 [4], showing that it is dense
in [1,∞). Motivated by this, Defant [1] began the study of topological properties of σ−r(N) for a real parameter r > 1.
In particular, he showed that σ−r(N) is connected for r in the range (0, η] where η ≈ 1.88779 is a constant, now called
the Defantstant [8], satisfying
2η
2η − 1
3η + 1
3η − 1
= ζ(η).
Sanna [5] gave an algorithm for computing σ−r(N) for a given r, and used this algorithm to show that σ−r(N) always
has finitely many connected components. Zubrilina [8] studied the number of connected components of σ−r(N) in more
detail. In particular, letting Cr denote the number of connected components of σ−r(N), she showed that
pi(r) + 1 ≤ Cr ≤
1
2
exp
[
1
2
r20/9
(log r)29/9
(
1 +
log log r
log r − log log r
+
O(1)
log r
)]
where pi(r) is the number of primes at most r. In addition, she showed that Cr does not take on all finite values; in
particular, she showed that Cr 6= 4 for all real r. Such numbers are now called Zubrilina numbers [2].
Let pm denote the mth prime number. Work in this field is reliant upon the notion of r-mighty primes, which are
primes pm such that
1 +
1
prm
>
∞∏
t=m+1
1
1− p−rt
.
Furthermore, for understanding the behavior of Cr, it has proven useful to study the gaps of σ−r(N), where by a gap we
mean a bounded connected component of R \σ−r(N). In this paper, we extend Zubrilina’s work by showing that 6 is also
a Zubrilina number and by improving her lower bound for Cr in both the asymptotic and small-r cases. At the end, we
will look at the general structure of gaps of σ−r(N) before finishing with some open problems.
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2 The Effect of Taking the Closure
In this section, we will provide an alternate description of σ−r(N) that is simpler to work with later on because it avoids the
need to take a closure. This new description results from replacing the domain of σ−r with the larger set of “supernatural”
numbers, which allow for infinitely many prime factors.
Definition 2.1 ([6]). A Steinitz (or supernatural) number is a formal product
n =
∏
p prime
pαp
where αp ∈ Z≥0 ∪{∞} for all primes p. We extend the usual p-adic valuation to such numbers by setting vp(n) = αp.
Finally, let S denote the set of all Steinitz numbers.a
Remark 2.2. For c ∈ C with Re (c) < −1, we can naturally extend σc to a function S→ C by setting
σc(p
∞) = lim
n→∞
σc(p
n) =
1
1− pc
.
We still require σc to be multiplicative on S, so, for example, we have σc(2
∞ · 32) = σc(2
∞)σc(3
2) =
(
1
1−2c
)(
1−33c
1−3c
)
.
The utility of introducing these Steinitz numbers is demonstrated in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Fix a complex number c with Re (c) < −1. Then
σc(N) = σc(S).
Proof. (⊇) Given n ∈ S, let A = {m ∈ N : vpm(n) < ∞} and let B = N \A. For convenience, write αm = vpm(n) for all
m ∈ A. Then,
σc(n) = lim
k→∞
σc



∏
m∈A
m≤k
pαmm



 k∏
m∈B
m≤k
pkm



 ∈ σc(N).
(⊆) Let
ai =
∞∏
m=1
p
α(i)m
m ∈ N
be a sequence of natural numbers such that σc(ai)→ L ∈ σ−r(N) as i→∞. We will inductively construct
a =
∞∏
m=1
pαmm ∈ S
such that σc(a) = L. First, to find α1, note that there’s a monotone increasing subsequence of α
(i)
1 . By replacing ai with
the subsequence of elements corresponding to this subsequence of α
(i)
1 , we can assume that α
(i)
1 is monotone increasing.
Furthermore, after doing this, we still have that L = limσc(ai) and can set α1 = limα
(i)
1 ∈ Z≥0 ∪{∞}. Now, inductively
repeat this process, replacing α
(i)
m with a monotone increasing subsequence and setting αm = limα
(i)
m . By construction,
we get
σ−r
(
∞∏
m=1
pαmm
)
= L,
as desired. 
Because of the above theorem, for the remainder of the paper, we can work directly with σ−r(S) instead of σ−r(N).
aIt seems there is no standard notation in the literature for denoting this set.
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Remark 2.4. We can restate the definition of r-mighty primes by saying that pm is r-mighty if
σ−r(pm) > σ−r
(
∞∏
t=m+1
p∞t
)
.
3 A New Class of Gaps of σ−r(S)
In this section, we will exhibit a new class of gaps of σ−r(S). We first need to introduce some notation.
Notation 3.1. Let
• Nr denote the number of r-mighty primes.
• rp = inf {s > 1 : p is s-mighty}.
•
um(r) = σ−r
(
∞∏
t=m+1
p∞t
)
=
∞∏
t=m+1
1
1− p−rt
.
We will often not make the r explicit, writing um instead of um(r).
Zubrilina [8] bounded Cr below by showing that (um, σ−r(pm)) is a gap of σ−r(S) when pm is r-mighty, allowing her
to conclude that Cr ≥ 1 +Nr. We will similarly show that for r-mighty primes pm, q with pm > q
2,
(σ−r(q)um, σ−r(qpm)))
is a gap of σ−r(S). Zubrilina [8] showed that rp is always finite and that p is r-mighty if and only if r > rp. Furthermore,
she showed that
r3 < r2 < r5 < r7 < rp for primes p > 7. (1)
Using a computer, one can verify that
1.8 < r3 < 1.9
1.9 < r2 < 2
2.2 < r5 < 2.3
2.4 < r7 < 2.5
.
Now, we establish two lemmas used in the proof of this section’s main theorem.
Lemma 3.2. Let q be an r-mighty prime, let pm > q
2 also be prime. Fix some r ≥ 2 and some n ∈ S such that
σ−r(q) < σ−r(n) < σ−r(qpm).
Then, q | n, and q is the smallest prime dividing n.
Proof. It’s easy to see that some prime pk ≤ q must divide n since otherwise we would have (where q = pm(q))
σ−r(n) ≤ σ−r

 ∞∏
k=m(q)+1
p∞k

 = um(q) < σ−r(q).
Suppose that pk < q. We will show that
σ−r(pk) = 1 + p
−r
k > 1 + q
−r + p−rm + (qpm)
−r = σ−r(qpm).
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Since pm > q
2 and pk ≤ (q − 1), it suffices to show that (q − 1)−r > q−r + q−2r + q−3r. By Bernoulli’s inequality,
(q − 1)−r = q−r(1− q−1)−r ≥ q−r(1 + rq−1) = q−r + rq−r−1,
so it suffices to show that q−r + rq−r−1 > q−r + q−2r + q−3r. Simplifying this inequality yields rq−r−1 > q−2r + q−3r,
which holds since r ≥ 2. Thus, we have shown that
σ−r(n) ≥ σ−r(pk) > σ−r(qpm). 
Corollary 3.3. Let pm, q be r-mighty primes such that pm > q
2. Pick some n ∈ N such that σ−r(n) ∈ (σ−r(q)um, σ−r(qpm)).
Then, q | n.
Proof. Because pm is r-mighty, it follows from Zubrilina’s result that r > rpm . We know that pm ≥ q
2 ≥ 22. By (1), this
means that rpm ≥ r5. Using Zubrilina’s result once more, we see that 5 is r-mighty, so r > r5 > 2. Thus, we can apply
Lemma 3.2 
Lemma 3.4. Fix r > 2.2 and let p and q be primes such that p > q2. Then σ−r(qp) < σ−r(q
2).
Proof. We seek to show that 1 + q−r + p−r + (qp)−r < 1 + q−r + q−2r which simplifies to p−r + (qp)−r < q−2r. Since
p ≥ q2 + 1, it suffices to show that
(q2 + 1)−r + (q3 + q)−r < q2r.
It is straightforward to verify that (1 + x)r ≤ 1 + (2r − 1)x when x ∈ [0, 1] and r 6∈ (0, 1). Using this, we see that
(q2 + 1)−r + (q3 + q)−r ≤ q−2r + q−2r−2(2−r − 1) + q−3r + q−3r−2(2−r − 1)
so it suffices to show that q−2r + q−2r−2(2−r − 1) + q−3r + q−3r−2(2−r − 1) < q−2r. Simplifying this inequality yields
(2−r − 1)(q−2r−2 + q−3r−2) < −q−3r. Since r > 2, we have 2−r < 1/4, so we only need to show that
q−2r−2 + q−3r−2 >
4
3
q−3r.
Dividing by q−3r gives qr−2 + q−2 > 43 which holds since q ≥ 2, r ≥ 2.2, and 2
0.2 + 2−2 > 1.39 > 4/3. 
Corollary 3.5. Let p and q be r-mighty primes such that p > q2. Then σ−r(qp) < σ−r(q
2).
We can now prove this section’s main result.
Theorem 3.6. Let pm, q be r-mighty primes with q
2 < pm. Then,
G := (σ−r(q)um, σ−r(qpm))
is a gap of σ−r(S).
Proof. Note that the endpoints of G are in σ−r(S) and that
umσ−r(q) < σ−r(qpm)
because um < σ−r(pm). Hence, we only need to show that σ−r(N) ∩ G = ∅. Fix some n ∈ N such that σ−r(n) ∈ G. By
Corollary 3.3, we must have q | n, so we can write n = qs. Because pm > q2, Corollary 3.5 tells us that σ−r(qpm) < σ−r(q2),
which means that q ∤ s. Thus, σ−r(n) = σ−r(q)σ−r(s) and
umσ−r(q) < σ−r(q)σ−r(s) < σ−r(qpm) ⇐⇒ um < σ−r(s) < σ−r(pm).
We already know that (um, σ−r(pm)) is a gap, so we are done. 
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Corollary 3.7. Let Sr denote the set of r-mighty primes. We have
Cr ≥ 1 +
∑
q∈Sr∪{1}
#
{
p ∈ Sr : p > q
2
}
.
Remark 3.8. The inequality in Corollary 3.7 is useful when r is small. An asymptotically better lower bound is derived
in Section 5.
4 6 is a Zubrilina Number
In this section we show that 6 is a Zubrilina number. In other words, Cr 6= 6 for all r. Showing this will involve an
application of Sanna’s algorithm, so we restate his main theorems below.
Notation 4.1. Let
Sj = {n ∈ S | vp(n) > 0 =⇒ p > pj} .
Notation 4.2. Let Lr denote the index of the largest r-mighty prime, so pLr is r-mighty, but m > Lr implies that pm
is not r-mighty. If there are no r-mighty primes, then we set Lr = 0.
Theorem 4.3 ([5], Lemma 2.2). Lr is finite for any r > 1.
Theorem 4.4 ([5], Lemma 2.3). b
σ−r(SLr) = [1, uLr ] .
Theorem 4.5 ([5], Lemma 2.4).
σ−r(SK) =
⋃
i∈Z≥0 ∪{∞}
σ−r(p
i
K+1) · σ−r(SK+1)
where we write a ·X = {ax | x ∈ X} for a number a and set X.
Theorem 4.6 ([5], Lemma 2.5). Let I = [a, b], and fix a prime p. Let t be the least non-negative integer such that
σ−r(p
t+1)
σ−r(pt)
≤
b
a
.
Then, the following is a decomposition into disjoint intervals
⋃
i∈Z≥0 ∪{∞}
σ−r(p
i) · I =

 ⊔
0≤i<t
σ−r(p
i) · I

 ⊔ [aσ−r(pt), bσ−r(p∞)] .
Sanna used these theorems to construct the following backwards induction algorithm for calculating σ−r(S0) = σ−r(S)
from σ−r(SLr ):
1. We know at the start that σ−r(SLr) = [1, uLr ].
2. Suppose we have σ−r(SK) =
⋃
j∈J Ij for some K ∈ N and index set J . Write Ij = [aj , bj] and let tj be the least
non-negative integer such that
σ−r(p
tj+1
K )
σ−r(p
tj
K)
≤
bj
aj
.
3. We have
σ−r(SK−1) =
⋃
j∈J

 ⊔
0≤i<tj
σ−r(p
i
K) · Ij ⊔
[
ajσ−r(p
tj
K), bjσ−r(p
∞
K )
] .
bSanna’s original formulation is that σ−r(NLr ) = [1, uLr ], where Nj = Sj ∩ N.
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We will apply this algorithm to bound Cr when Lr ≤ 3:
Lemma 4.7. If Lr ≤ 3, then Cr ≤ 5.
Proof. Defant [1] showed that Cr = 1 when Lr = 0 while Zubrilina [8] showed that Cr = 3 when Lr = 2. Lr cannot equal
1 by (1), so we may assume that Lr = 3. Note that the r-mighty primes must be 2, 3 and 5. We apply Sanna’s algorithm:
1. We start with σ−r(S3) = [1, u3].
2. We now seek the least t ∈ Z≥0 such that
σ−r(5
t+1)
σ−r(5t)
< σ−r(u3).
Using that 2.2 < r5 < r < r7 < 2.5, a computer calculation shows that t = 1. Hence,
σ−r(S2) = [1, u3] ∪
[
1 +
1
5r
, u2
]
.
3. Now, we find that the smallest t1, t2 ∈ Z≥0 such that
σ−r(3
t1+1)
σ−r(3t1)
< u3 and
σ−r(3
t2+1)
σ−r(3t2)
<
u2
1 + 15r
are t1 = t2 = 1. This gives
σ−r(S1) = [1, u3] ∪
[
1 +
1
5r
, u2
]
∪
[
1 +
1
3r
,
u3
1− 3−r
]
∪
[(
1 +
1
5r
)(
1 +
1
3r
)
, u1
]
.
However, using Mathematica [7], we discover that for r < 2.5, we have
(
1 +
1
5r
)(
1 +
1
3r
)
<
u3
1− 3−r
.
This allows us to coalesce the last two intervals, writing
σ−r(S1) = [1, u3] ∪
[
1 +
1
5r
, u2
]
∪
[
1 +
1
3r
, u1
]
.
4. Last step. We need the smallest t1, t2, t3 ∈ Z≥0 such that
σ−r(2
t1+1)
σ−r(2t1)
< u3 and
σ−r(2
t2+1)
σ−r(2t2)
<
u2
1 + 15r
and
σ−r(2
t3+1)
σ−r(2t3)
<
u1
1 + 13r
.
These are t1 = 2, t2 = 2, and t3 = 1. This gives the decomposition
σ−r(N) = [1, u3] ∪
[
1 +
1
5r
, u2
]
∪
[
1 +
1
3r
, u1
]
∪
[(
1 +
1
2r
)(
1 +
1
3r
)
, ζ(r)
]
∪
[(
1 +
1
2r
)(
1 +
1
5r
)
,
(
1 +
1
2r
)
u2
]
∪
[
1 +
1
2r
,
(
1 +
1
2r
)
u3
]
∪
[(
1 +
1
2r
+
1
4r
)(
1 +
1
5r
)
,
u2
1− 2−r
]
∪
[
1 +
1
2r
+
1
4r
,
u3
1− 2−r
]
.
Using the fact that r < 2.5 along with Mathematica [7] allows us to combine the the last two intervals with the 4th
and 5th intervals, resulting in
σ−r(S) = [1, u3] ∪
[
1 +
1
5r
, u2
]
∪
[
1 +
1
3r
, u1
]
∪
[
1 +
1
2r
,
(
1 +
1
2r
)
u3
]
∪
[(
1 +
1
2r
)(
1 +
1
5r
)
, ζ(r)
]
,
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which is a union of 5 intervals. 
Lemma 4.8. If Lr ≥ 4, then Cr ≥ 7.
Proof. By (1), the four r-mighty primes must be 2, 3, 5, and 7. Since 5 and 7 are greater than 22, Corollary 3.7 shows
that Cr ≥ 7. 
Combining Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, we conclude:
Theorem 4.9. 6 is a Zubrilina number.
5 An Exponential Lower Bound
In this section we show that Cr ≥ 2pi(r−1). This makes the upper and lower bounds on Cr both exponential in r.
Lemma 5.1. If 1 ≤ d ≤ r − 1, then
∑∞
n=d+1 n
−r < d−r.
Proof. Since n−r is decreasing in n, we have
∞∑
n=d+1
n−r <
∫ ∞
d
x−rdx =
1
r − 1
d−r+1 ≤ d−r.

Theorem 5.2. Let n be a positive integer such that pk ≤ r− 1 whenever pk is a prime power dividing n. Then, the point
σ−r(n) is the right endpoint of a gap in σ−r(S).
Proof. Let m 6= n be a positive integer. If pk | m whenever pk | n, then we have n | m and so σ−r(m) > σ−r(n).
Otherwise, there is some prime p and integer k such that pk | n but pk ∤ m. By assumption, this means pk ≤ r − 1. Then
the set of integers d ≤ r− 1 that divide exactly one of m and n is nonempty. Let d′ be the smallest such integer. If d′ | m,
then
σ−r(m) ≥ (d
′)−r +
∑
x<d′,x|m
x−r = (d′)−r +
∑
x<d′,x|n
x−r >
∑
x>d′
x−r +
∑
x<d′,x|n
x−r ≥ σ−r(n),
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 5.1. If d′ | n, we have
σ−r(n) ≥ (d
′)−r +
∑
x<d′,x|n
x−r = (d′)−r +
∑
x<d′,x|m
x−r >
∑
x>d′
x−r +
∑
x<d′,x|m
x−r ≥ σ−r(m).
We can strengthen the second inequality by saying that σ−r(n) ≥ σ−r(m) + ε where
ε = min
1≤d≤r−1
d∈N
(
d−r −
∞∑
k=d+1
k−r
)
is a positive constant independent of n and m. Concluding, we have that for all m, either σ−r(m) ≥ σ−r(n) or σ−r(m) ≤
σ−r(n)− ε. We conclude that n is the right endpoint of a gap that is of length at least ε > 0. 
Corollary 5.3. If n is a product of primes less than r − 1, then σ−r(n) is the right endpoint of a gap of σ−r(S).
Corollary 5.4. For a given r > 1, the number of gaps of σ−r(S) is at least 2
pi(r−1) ≈ 2r/ log(r).
Remark 5.5. The gaps found in Section 3 along with the ones found here do not, in general, account for all gaps of σ−r(S).
For r = 3, they predict a lower bound of Cr ≥ 7, but Sanna [5] produced a plot of σ−r(S) for various values of r which
shows that, in fact, Cr ≥ 14 for r ≈ 3.
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6 The Structure of General Gaps
In this section, we study the structure of general gaps of σ−r(S). We will show that the preimages in S of the endpoints
of a gap of σ−r(S) are fairly constrained. In particular, we will prove a series of lemmas whose statements are collected
together in the following theorem.
Notation 6.1. Let Pr = pLr+1 denote the smallest prime larger than all r-mighty primes.
Theorem 6.2. Let (σ−r(a), σ−r(b)) with a, b ∈ S be a gap of σ−r(S).
• If p ≥ Pr, then
vp(a) =∞ and vp(b) = 0.
• If p < Pr and vp(a) <∞, then
vp(a) <
logPr
log p
− 1.
• If p < Pr, then
vp(b) <
logPr
log p
.
Corollary 6.3. Under the same assumptions as in the above theorem, as long as r is sufficiently large, if vp(a) > 1 for
some prime p then p is r-mighty.
Proof. Zubrilina [8] shows that for r sufficiently large, Pr < r
20/9. She also shows that p < r =⇒ p is r-mighty. Fix some
prime p such that vp(a) > 1. The above theorem shows that Pr > p
3. Thus, p <
(
r20/9
)1/3
< r, so p is r-mighty. 
We now prove the various parts of Theorem 6.2. Throughout the lemmas, assume that (σ−r(a), σ−r(b)) is a gap of
σ−r(S) with a, b ∈ S.
Lemma 6.4. We have b ∈ N.
Proof. We will prove the contrapositive: if b ∈ S \ N, then σ−r(b) cannot be the right endpoint of a gap. Since we are
supposing that b 6∈ N, there must be some prime p with vp(b) = ∞. Fix any ε > 0 and let δ = (σ−r(b)− ε)/σ−r(b) < 1.
Note that
σ−r(p
α)
σ−r(p∞)
→ 1 as α→∞.
so we can fix α large enough that δ < σ−r(p
α)/σ−r(p
∞) < 1. Now, consider c ∈ S such that
vq(c) =

vq(b) if q 6= pα otherwise .
Then
σ−r(b)− ε <
σ−r(p
α)
σ−r(p∞)
σ−r(b) = σ−r(c) < a.
Thus, we can approach σ−r(b) from below, meaning it cannot be the right endpoint of a gap. 
Lemma 6.5. If p ≥ Pr, then vp(a) =∞ and vp(b) = 0.
Proof. Let n = p
vp1 (a)
1 · · · p
vpLr
(a)
Lr
. Then, by Theorem 4.4,
σ−r(n) · σ−r(SLr ) = [σ−r(n), σ−r(n)uLr ].
It is clear that σ−r(a) is in the above interval since vq(a) = vq(n) for all q < Pr. Since σ−r(a) is the left endpoint of a
gap, we must have that σ−r(a) = σ−r(n)uLr . Pick m ∈ S such that a = nm, so vq(m) = 0 for q < Pr and σ−r(m) = uLr .
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Recall that
uLr =
∞∏
k=Lr+1
σ−r (p
∞
k ) .
Note that σ−r(q
α) < σ−r(q
∞) for all primes q and exponents α ∈ Z≥0. Since σ−r(m) = uLr , this means we must have
vq(a) = vq(m) =∞.
To get that vq(b) = 0 for q ≥ Pr, the proof is similar where you instead let n = p
vp1 (b)
1 · · · p
vpLr
(b)
Lr
at the beginning. 
Lemma 6.6. If p < Pr and vp(a) <∞, then vp(a) <
logPr
log p − 1.
Proof. Fix a prime p < Pr with vp(a) <∞. For convenience, set α = vp(a). Once again, let
n =
Lr∏
m=1
p
vpm (a)
m .
We know that σ−r(pa) > σ−r(a), so σ−r(pa) > σ−r(b). By Theorem 4.4,
σ−r(pn) · σ−r(SLr ) = [σ−r(pn), σ−r(pn)uLr ] .
From Lemma 6.5, we know that σ−r(a) = σ−r(n)uLr , so σ−r(pa) = σ−r(pn)uLr . Hence, [σ−r(pn), σ−r(pa)] ⊂ σ−r(S), so
we must have σ−r(pn) > σ−r(b) > σ−r(a). Dividing both sides by σ−r(n), we arrive at
σ−r(p
α+1)
σ−r(pα)
>
∞∏
m=Lr+1
σ−r(p
∞
m ) =
∑
d∈NLr
1
dr
,
where NLr = SLr ∩ N is the set of natural numbers not divisible by primes that are at most pLr . We can simplify these
inequalities to see that
p−r(α+1) >
p−r(α+1)
1 + p−r + · · ·+ p−rα
>
∑
d∈NLr \{1}
1
dr
.
Since Pr ∈ NLr \ {1}, the above forces Pr > p
α+1, from which we get that
logPr
log p
− 1 > α,
as desired. 
Lemma 6.7. If p < Pr, then vp(b) <
logPr
log p .
Proof. Fix a prime p with vp(b) > 0, and note that vp(b) <∞ by Lemma 6.4. Write α = vp(b). We have,
σ−r(b/p) < σ−r(b) =⇒ σ−r(b/p) < σ−r(a) =⇒ σ−r(b/p)uLr < σ−r(a) < σ−r(b/p · p)
where the second implications follows from Theorem 4.4 telling us that σ−r(b/p) · σ−r(SLr) = [σ−r(b/p), σ−r(b/p)uLr ] is
a connected subset of σ−r(S). We now divide by σ−r(b/p) to get
σ−r(p
α)
σ−r(pα−1)
>
∞∏
m=Lr+1
σ−r(p
∞
m ) =
∑
d∈NLr
1
dr
,
from which the desired result follows. 
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7 Open Problems
There are still many questions left to answer regarding these divisor functions. For example, little is known about how
often, if ever, Zubrilina numbers appear:
Conjecture 7.1 ([2], Conjecture 4.1). There are infinitely many Zubrilina numbers.
In [3], Defant investigates the unitary divisor functions σ∗−r : N → R, which are the unique multiplicative functions
satisfying σ∗−r(p
α) = 1+p−rα for prime p. He conjectures that the number of connected components of σ∗−r(N) is monotone
in r, and here we make the analogous conjecture for regular divisor functions.
Conjecture 7.2 (Divisor Function Monotonicity). Cr is monotone in r.
Remark 7.3. A result that gaps “do not close” would resolve both of the above conjectures in the affirmative. One may
even hope to show the “pointwise” version of this statement: that σ−r(a) = σ−r(b) for at most one value of r > 1 when
a 6= b. However, this pointwise statement is false in general. In particular, if one takes
a = 2503 · 5003
b = 2467 · 6337 · 10007,
then σ−r(a) = σ−r(b) and σ−s(a) = σ−s(b) for r ≈ 1.9502 and s ≈ 3.1446. One can find examples like this by taking
vectors such that distinct Lp-norms are equal (in this case, we picked L2 and L3), scaling these vectors down sufficiently,
and approximating their entries with reciprocals of nearby primes. If the monotonicity conjecture were false, we believe
this would be a good way to construct a counterexample.
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